
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1389

“Hahaha, Lin Fan, this is the road to heaven and earth, it is not so easy

to destroy my Wang family!”

Wang Shouzheng suddenly laughed, and at the same time stared at Lin

Fan viciously:

“What about the dark emperor? Repeatedly invaded China without

permission, you are completely finished today!”

But!

Lin Fan shook his head, and a sarcastic smile appeared at the corner of

his mouth:

“I am stubborn, but there is more to die?” There is more to die?

All Wang’s family suddenly sneered.

Is it possible that Lin Fan dare to kill them in front of the Huaxia

official?

Really think you are invincible in the world?

“Lin Fan, are you talking about yourself ?”

Wang Shouzheng laughed, his face was fierce!

A glance with everyone in the Wang family was extremely proud!

Especially, when they saw the medals on those teams, they were

completely shocked!

“It’s the Dragon and Tiger Legion, this is the legion under Lin Zuo!

Could it be that Lin Zuo has also come?”

The moment Wang Shouzheng and others were excited when they saw

the other party.

With Lin Zuo helping him, even if Lin Fan was the Dark Emperor, he

couldn’t help them. .(x81zw)../x81zw/.

Even more!

Once Lin Fan angered the Huaxia official, it would be impossible for

him to stay in Huaxia forever!

Just listen to this!

An ill-intentioned smile appeared on Wang Shouzheng’s face:

“Lin Fan, I didn’t kill your family this time. It was our Wang family

who looked down upon you!”

“But next time, you won’t be so lucky! Unless you tie them to your

trouser waist, after escaping overseas, my Wang family will definitely

reward them with a lot of money!”

“And your wife, I will kill you. Turn her x to death, hahaha! “It’s just

that his voice just fell off!

Two sneers, they said in the same voice:

“You, there is no chance!”

Da Da Da…

Two figures, with a group of subordinates hurriedly walked over, the

momentum was like a rainbow, calm and domineering!

Ok?

Everyone in the Wang family was also stunned when they saw each

other.

This turned out to be the God of Dragon and Tiger?

These two fierce generals are here, and Lin Zuo must be here too!

Upon hearing this, Wang Shouzheng was stunned, and then laughed

loudly:

“Lin Fan, did you hear that? The two powerful generals under Lin Zuo

said that you have no chance!”

“You are dead today!”

just!

Just when Wang Shouzheng and others thought that Lin Zuo was

going to clean up Lin Fan.

However, he was horrified to see that the Dragon and Tiger God of

War strode towards Lin Fan, and then knelt down towards Lin Fan.

“Lin Zuo, here we are!”

Ga!

When the voice of Dragon Tiger and God of War fell, all the voices in

the audience completely disappeared!

The smiles on the faces of the Wang family and others have also

completely solidified!

Lin… Lin Fan, Lin Zuo?

impossible!

fake!

It must be fake!

At this time, all Wang’s family members had their scalp burst and they

were horrified to die!

Lin Fan, he is obviously the Dark Emperor, how come he has become

a Lin Zuo again?

Hope, completely shattered!

The Wang family who thought they saw hope were completely

desperate at this time!

One by one he was going to faint with fear!

That mysterious forest seat is also Lin Fan?

Humph!

Wang Shouzheng, who had just stood up, staggered back a few steps at

this time, and then slumped down on the ground, only feeling his scalp

numb!

What a terrifying existence did he offend?

Then, he looked at Lin Fan in disbelief:

“You, really are Lin Zuo?”

Ha!

Lin Fan smiled contemptuously, raised his head and said:

“I am the Lin Zuo, but I am more than the Lin Zuo?”

What!

Wang Shouzheng’s expression suddenly changed. In addition to being

the Dark Emperor and Lin Zuo, does this kid have other terrifying

identities?

At the moment, he smiled desperately:

“The Lin Family, really forced out a monster!”

Then!

His eyes were filled with tears, and he raised his head and screamed:

“At this time, everything is over! Heaven is about to perish my Wang

family!”
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